
 

 

Eubanks 
MODEL 6650 AUTOMATIC WIRE STACKER FOR AIR-POWERED STRIPPERS 

The new Model 6650 Wire Stacker is designed to work with Eubanks air-powered automatic wire strippers.  It will stack wire 12 in to 
96 in in length and operates equally well with both small, flexible wire and large, stiff wire.  Feed rolls pick up the wire as it leaves the 
wire stripper and feed it into a closed channel.   
 
After the wire has been cut and stripped, the stacker automatically detects the trailing end of the wire and opens the closed channel to 
drop the wire into an 8-foot through.  An electric motor drives the feed rolls and compressed air opens and closes the channel.  The 
stacker’s high-speed drive mechanism will keep up with a wire stripper operating at maximum feed speed.  The feed roll delay in the 
wire stripper must be increased in order to achieve adequate spacing between successive pieces of wire as they enter the stacker. 
 
The stacker is mounted on adjustable-length legs with wheels for easy positioning.  It is connected to the wire stripper only by a quick-
disconnect air hose.  This makes it easy and fast to move the stacker in and out of the production line.  The collecting trough is open 
for easy access to the stacked wires.  A built-in clamp and tape measure is provided for quick wire-length verification. 
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SPECIFICATIONS  
WIRE SIZE .020 in to .438 in O.D. (0.5mm to 11.1mm) 

 
 
 

 

WIRE LENGTHS 12 in to 96 in (300mm to 2,440mm) 
POWER 115 VAC, 4.8 A or 230 VAC, 3 A 

HEIGHT 45.5 in to 55.2 in (1,156mm to 1,403mm) 

LENGTH 96.25 in (2,445mm) 
WIDTH 18.6 in (472mm) 

CERTIFICATION CE 
AIR PRESSURE 100 psi (700 kPA) 

AIR 
CONSUMPTION 0.015 CFM (0.0004 m3/min 

WEIGHT Net: 152 lbs (69kg). Shipping: 350 lbs (159kg) 
 


